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SONO.FIX ACUSTIC

SONO.FIX ROOM DIVIDER

SONO.FIX VARIATIONS

SONO.FIX_                                     
WALL-PANELS
CEILING-PANELS

SONO.FIX_

SONO.FIX_

                                     
ROOM DIVIDER 
WINDOW COVERINGS 
CLOSET SOLUTION

                                     
BEAMER 
DESK DIVIDER 
GLASS



“Acoustic panels from döfix”

SONO.FIX 
WALL-PANELS

You have the need to significantly improve the room acoustics 
for a client but don’t have the budget of making architectural  
changes? 
döfix Sono.Fix wall panels offer the opportunity to drastically 
optimize the acoustics in offices, meeting rooms or private 
residences.

Transform a entire wall into an absorbing acoustic element.  
A variety of installation brackets allow to install Sono.Fix wall 
panels to either the wall or the ceiling.

The sky is the limit....
Get creative with shapes, colors and textures!!! Sono.Fix can be 
cut into any shape in dimensions up to 125 cm x 500 cm and can 
be laminated with any custom fabric. Transportation costs are 
minimized since the Sono.Fix sound mat can be rolled before it is  
processed into an acoustic panel.

Contemporary acoustic solutions ...
more than just sound absorption!!
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This system allows to transform a common  wall into an efficient acoustic absorption element.

  Width up to
125 cm

Acoustic art panels
Acoustic-fabrics in 2 variations - 
frame-less or with döfix DesignFrame
& matching any interior

DÖFIX ACOUSTIC Sono.Fix sound mat 15mm

Length up to    
  500 cm



MAGNET
Quick and easy with the self-adhesive MT-Pad. 
Bonds to most surfaces.

This system allows to transform a common  wall into an efficient acoustic absorption element.

Acoustic art panels
Acoustic-fabrics in 2 variations - 
frame-less or with döfix DesignFrame
& matching any interior

WALL BRACKET
Simple installation with a variety of wall brackets 
from döfix.

Sono.Fix
Sono.Fix print

Sono.Fix velvet
SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT

Set creative accents with  
stainless steel cables.

CABLE MOUNT



“Silence from above” - The advantages of döfix Sono.Fix ceiling panels

1. döfix Sono.Fix ceiling panels prevent the reflection of sound waves from the ceiling.

2. Sono.Fix panels perfectly blend in and become part the rooms interior.

3. Sono.Fix acoustic panels also function as design objects. Size, shape and 3 dimensional waves 
can be individually chosen. Any decorative fabric can be used.

4. Costly structural measures are eliminated.

How do döfix Sono.Fix sound absorbers work?
döfix Sono.Fix acoustic panels are made of a special sound absorbing acoustic material which 
can be laminated with döfix acoustic fabric Deco I, Deco II or any decorative fabric. .The friction 
between the air molecules and the Sono.Fix acoustic panels reduces the sound energy and 
converts it into thermal energy. The significant reduction of resonance generates an enjoyable 
room acoustic.

Sono.fix - “Quick and easy” 
!
döfix Sono.Fix panels are the perfect acoustic solution suspended from the ceiling with 
stainless steel cables. An assortment of accessories and brackets guarantee a quick and 
straightforward installation. Acoustic ceiling panels have proven to significantly enhance 
room acoustics.
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FLEXIBILITY WITH DÖFIX ACCESSORIES

SONO.FIX
CEILING PANELS

döfix-aluminum slat AL1
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+ DESIGN FRAMES

NEED DIVERSITY? It doesn’t get any better! 
 
The aluminum frame system “Design Face 
Plate” from döfix is simple and sophisticated.  
The esthetic frames in glossy white, brushed 
silver-, titanium & black are simply attached 
around the acoustic panels with clips.



Acoustical
Room division - custom made 

SONO.FIX 
ROOM DIVIDER

Acoustic dividers in living spaces • efficient utilisation of office space:
The döfix acoustic system combines design and noise reduction in one. An acoustic room divider 
is a quick and efficient solution to lower the noise level. Combined with a variety of accessories 
from döfix like the sliding panel system they are easily installed - right where you need it!!
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PRIVACY
Architectural structuring of spaces 

without the need of costly remodeling.

ROOM DIVIDER CABINET DOOR

1 2 3

PRIVACY- AND NOISE 
PROTECTION
IN ONE

Doorless cabinets ? Here is the solution. 
Sono.Fix acoustic panels are easily converted 

into sliding panels that act as a sliding door

Privacy protection - noise reduction 
Sliding panels made from acoustic panels 

create new design possibilities



CABINET DOOR

PRIVACY- AND NOISE 
PROTECTION
IN ONE

döfix aluminum tracks APS 2/3,  3/4  or 5/6. Size and quantity of panels  
can be individually selected.

APS 2/3 aluminum track
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SONO.FIX BEAMER

SONO.FIX DESK DIVIDER

Acoustic absorber and projection screen in one. 
Versatile installation to the wall or ceiling.

Acoustic panels can even be decorative 
elements on glass walls.Creates a comfortable, quiet office environment  

with added privacy.

MORE OPTIONS AND CHOICES
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SONO.FIX GLASS
Acoustic panels can even be decorative 

elements on glass walls.

EXPERIENCE A MORE SILENT WORLD 
WITH SONO.FIX

Cutting edge technology 
for excellent acoustics
 
A mix of unlimited shapes, textures and colors offer  
countless design possibilities.  
 
döfix Sono.Fix: The combination of acoustic enhancement, design elements  
and functionality at a fair price. 

SONO.FIX DECO 1+2

SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT   Sono.fix Deko 2      Sono.fix Deko 1      Sono.fix



döfix Döhlemann GmbH     Tobelwasenweg 25     73235 Weilheim     Tel. +49 7023/ 9490-0     Fax +49 7023/949012  
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